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 ABSTRACT 
Modern embedded processors includes 
memory (SPM) and cache memory in their 
architectures. SPM’s are prone to soft errors like Single 
event upsets (SEUs) and Single event multiple upsets 
(SEMUs). For correcting soft errors, we use Error 
Correcting Codes (ECC) like single-
double-error detection(SEC-DED) and SEC
double-adjacent error correction(SEC
and parity duplication approach. These approaches are 
used only error correction for less number of 
corrections and thus increases speed. 
 
This paper proposes a duplication scheme, cache
assisted duplicated SPM(CADS) to correct SEUs and 
SEMUs in data SPM lines detected by a low
detecting code. This duplication approach does error 
detection in SPM which is faster than ECC providing 
multibit error correction. 
 
The extension is to include DMA with ring descriptors. 
The descriptor-based model provides the most 
flexibility in managing a system's DMA faster data 
transfers to or from Scratchpad memory.
 
Keywords: Cache memory, Scratchpad 
correcting codes, soft errors, replicas and DMA.
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A wide range of modern embedded processors includes 
both Scratchpad memory (SPM) and cache memory in 
their architectures to fulfill the application requirements 
of predictability, performance, and energy budget. 
Examples of such processors are ARM Cortex
and SH7785, which are used in automotive, industry, 
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memory (SPM) and cache memory in their 
architectures. SPM’s are prone to soft errors like Single 
event upsets (SEUs) and Single event multiple upsets 
(SEMUs). For correcting soft errors, we use Error 

-error correction 
DED) and SEC-DED 

adjacent error correction(SEC-DED-DAEC) 
and parity duplication approach. These approaches are 
used only error correction for less number of 

aper proposes a duplication scheme, cache-
assisted duplicated SPM(CADS) to correct SEUs and 
SEMUs in data SPM lines detected by a low-cost error 
detecting code. This duplication approach does error 
detection in SPM which is faster than ECC providing 

The extension is to include DMA with ring descriptors. 
based model provides the most 

flexibility in managing a system's DMA faster data 
transfers to or from Scratchpad memory. 

Cache memory, Scratchpad memory, error 
correcting codes, soft errors, replicas and DMA. 

A wide range of modern embedded processors includes 
both Scratchpad memory (SPM) and cache memory in 
their architectures to fulfill the application requirements 

y, performance, and energy budget. 
Examples of such processors are ARM Cortex-R Series 
and SH7785, which are used in automotive, industry, 

and medical applications. These applications are 
safety-critical requiring high reliable processors. 
Scratchpad memory (SPM) is widely used in 
modern embedded processors to overcome the 
limitations of cache memory.

Cache memory, also called CPU memory, is 
random access memory (
computer microprocessor can access more quickly 
than it can access regular RAM. This
typically integrated directly with the
placed on a separate
separate bus interconnect with the CPU. The basic 
purpose of cache memory is to 
store program instructions 
referenced by software
Fast access to these instructions increases the 
overall speed of the software program.

As the microprocessor processes
in the cache memory; if it finds the instructions 
there, it does not have to do a more time
reading of data from larger memory or other 
data storage devices. 

Most programs use very few resources once they 
have been opened and operated for a time, mainly 
because frequently re-referenced instructions tend 
to be cached. This explains why measurements 
of system performance in computers
Slower processors but larger caches tend to be faster 
than measurements of system performance in 
computers with faster processors but more limited 
cache space. 
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and medical applications. These applications are 
critical requiring high reliable processors. 

y (SPM) is widely used in 
modern embedded processors to overcome the 
limitations of cache memory. 

Cache memory, also called CPU memory, is 
random access memory (RAM) that a 

can access more quickly 
than it can access regular RAM. This memory is 

rated directly with the CPU chip or 
placed on a separate chip that has a 

interconnect with the CPU. The basic 
purpose of cache memory is to 

 that are frequently re-
software during operation. 

ese instructions increases the 
overall speed of the software program. 

As the microprocessor processes data, it looks first 
in the cache memory; if it finds the instructions 

does not have to do a more time-consuming 
reading of data from larger memory or other 

very few resources once they 
have been opened and operated for a time, mainly 

referenced instructions tend 
. This explains why measurements 

computers with 
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than measurements of system performance in 
computers with faster processors but more limited 
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MEMORY ORGANIZATION: 

Computer memories constitute a common unique 
system for execution of program. Memory devices in 
computers are utilized for putting away unique types of 
data, for example, information, programs, addresses, 
literary records and status data on the processor and 
other Computer devices. Data put away in memory 
devices can be separated into bits, bytes, words, pages, 
and other bigger information structures, which have 
their own identifiers. In primary memory, data is put 
away in memory cells or memory areas. Memory areas 
contain data to which an entrance can occur. To read or 
write data in a memory location, a single memory 
access task must be executed, which requires 
independent control signs to be provided to the 
memory. 

In view of data addressing technique, memory devices 
can be classified into two: 

 In which access to location is controlled by 
addresses. 

 Access to locations is controlled by the memory 
content. 

 
In the first type memories, accessible locations have a 
place in which each available a location has its address 
that can be utilized to choose a location in the memory 
and execute an operation. These are memories which 
are addressed, depend on hardware circuits, which do 
address decoding and select the required location for  a 
memory access operation. The total addresses in a 
given memory are called an address space of this 
memory. 

In the second type, the selection of a memory location 
is done by comparing with the contents of the memory. 
The positive result of comparison gives the readout of 
the remaining data in that location. Whereas, for write 
operation, basic data, which will be accessed in the 
future, an extra information is stored in each location, 
which will be used for searching the basic data using a 
comparative method. These memories do not have 
address decoders. 

Data is put in a matrix of the information word 
locations. The framework can be spoken to as a two-
dimensional arrangement of the bit locations. That is 
the reason this kind of memory is called at some point 
a 2D primary memory. 

To the address decoder inputs, the address bus of a 
processor is connected. Through the control bus, 
read/write signal is given by the processor. A buffer 
register is connected to the external data bus of the 

processor at the output of memory cell matrix. It 
stores the data read from the memory or which is to 
be written into the memory. 

MEMORY HIERARCHY IN COMPUTERS: 

 

Fig : Memory module of Linear section 

The name of this memory originates from a single 
address decoder utilized as a part of a memory 
module. Each output line of the decoder chooses 
(initiates) a word location. The primary addressable 
location is a series of bit cells corresponding to a 
word. Accordingly, in this sort of memory, we have 
a direct task of addresses and output of word 
locations from the decoder. To every bit cell with 
the same word, control lines initiate read or write in 
this area and an output line of the address decoder is 
provided when the control is given. 

MAIN MEMORY WITH TWO-
DIMENSIONAL SECTION: 

In this memory, the address of the memory is 
divided into row and column address and the given 
address can be found at the intersection of row and 
column address. In this memory module, two 
address decoders are utilized: one for the column 
address and another for the row address. In the 
process of decoding of the address, two lines 
originating from the decoders are initiated. Bits of 
all words at a similar position are put away in bit 
cells put in the same rectangular bit cell matrix 
called bit plane. The memory module contains the 
number of planes equal to the Number of bits in the 
memory word. To every cell in the plane, the lines 
that are associated are one line from the row 
decoder, one line from column decoder, read/write 
control lines. The lines from decoders are recreated 
the same number of times the same number of bit 
planes are in the memory module. The read or write 
in bit cells of a given word happens in the meantime 
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as the lines from decoder as many times as the bit 
planes in the memory modules are used.

Each output line from the row and column decoders 
chooses (enacts) a succession of bit cells that have a 
place with planes of back to back bits in a memory 
word. In such memory module, the full network of bit 
cells has three-dimensional structure.  

 

Fig Memory module with a 2D selection of memory 
locations 

FAULT-TOLERANT SCHEMES: 

Fault-tolerant schemes in ON-chip memories(SPM or 
cache) can be ordered into two methodologies. The 
principal approach is the utilization of error correcting 
codes (ECCs), e.g., single error correction double error 
detection (SEC-DED) and SEC-DED double adjacent 
error correction (SEC-DED-DAEC), to detect and 
correct errors. The greater part of the ON
memories can be secured utilizing this approach. Be 
that as it may, this approach has two difficult issues: 1) 
a constrained error correction capacity and 2) an 
altogether higher overhead, when ECCs are utilized to 
redress multiple bit errors, for example, SEMUs . The 
second way to detect and correct errors is a joint 
utilization of parity code and a duplication of memory 
sections; we call this approach parity duplication. The 
principle  advantage of this approach is its ability to 
correct every single detected errors. This approach has 
been regularly connected to structures, for 
instruction cache, instruction SPM, and write through 
data cache. In these structures, a duplicate of all entries 
is intrinsically accessible in lower memory levels and 
the overheads of memory protection mechanism are as 
low as the parity code overheads. In any case, the parity 
duplication approach does not offer full assurance for 
data SPM and compose back write back data cache 
since a small amount of information hinders in these 
structures does not have any duplicate in the lower 
memory levels for error correction. 
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principle  advantage of this approach is its ability to 
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SPM Reliability Enhancement

A data duplication plot utilizes dead blocks of SPM 
to keep a duplicate of live blocks. Dead blocks are 
distinguished at compiler level utilizing a algorithm 
that analyzes the examples of getting to SPM line
At runtime, the redundant blocks are made if a free 
block exists in SPM. This plan experiences two 
noteworthy constraints. To begin with, because of 
high usage of SPM lines and lack of dead blocks, a 
huge division of SPM blocks stay unprotected. 
Second, refreshing the imitation on each write 
operation to SPM will force high execution
overhead. 

An embedded RAIDs-ON
ensures ON-chip appropriated SPM modules in chip 
multiprocessor frameworks. In this component, 
SPM blocks are copied in th
under the control of an E-
high energy overhead is forced because of parallel 
access to SPMs and overseeing of the SPM 
contents. Forceful voltage downscaling is utilized to 
diminish this overhead, its outcome being 
exponential increment in the vulnerability of SPMs 
to soft errors. Considering distributed SPM in 
multicore processors, an in
replication (ISMR) plot copies the dirty SPM blocks 
into inactive SPM space. In this plan, a offline 
profiling is performed to examine the entrance 
examples of the SPM blocks. At runtime, the status 
of SPM squares is dictated by a label included to all 
SPM lines and a dirty SPM blocks are duplicated to 
latent SPM blocks with the guide of a reproduction 
administration unit. 

A memory-mapped SPM (MM
been acquainted with secure guideline SPM and 
isn't appropriate to data SPM. Fault tolerant SPM 
scheme allotments SPM into three areas with 
various levels of soft error protection and maps data 
blocks onto SPM regions as indicated by the 
weakness of data blocks. An data recompilation 
calculation recoups the incorrect data block in SPM 
utilizing its essential data components by re
executing the directions delivering the data

Duplication Schemes in Cache

In-cache replication repeats a small amount of dirty  
lines  of  data cache into lines that have not been 
utilized for quite a while. Replication cache 
depends on keeping a redundant duplicate of dirty 
cache lines in a small embedded cache. Multicop
cache keeps numerous duplicates for cache lines to 
identify and correct process
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SPM Reliability Enhancement 

A data duplication plot utilizes dead blocks of SPM 
to keep a duplicate of live blocks. Dead blocks are 
distinguished at compiler level utilizing a algorithm 
that analyzes the examples of getting to SPM lines. 
At runtime, the redundant blocks are made if a free 
block exists in SPM. This plan experiences two 
noteworthy constraints. To begin with, because of 
high usage of SPM lines and lack of dead blocks, a 
huge division of SPM blocks stay unprotected. 

refreshing the imitation on each write 
operation to SPM will force high execution 

ON-chip (E-RoC) scheme 
chip appropriated SPM modules in chip 

multiprocessor frameworks. In this component, 
SPM blocks are copied in the other SPM modules 

-RoC manager module. A 
high energy overhead is forced because of parallel 
access to SPMs and overseeing of the SPM 
contents. Forceful voltage downscaling is utilized to 
diminish this overhead, its outcome being the 
exponential increment in the vulnerability of SPMs 
to soft errors. Considering distributed SPM in 
multicore processors, an in-scratchpad memory 
replication (ISMR) plot copies the dirty SPM blocks 
into inactive SPM space. In this plan, a offline 

ng is performed to examine the entrance 
examples of the SPM blocks. At runtime, the status 
of SPM squares is dictated by a label included to all 
SPM lines and a dirty SPM blocks are duplicated to 
latent SPM blocks with the guide of a reproduction 

mapped SPM (MM-SPM) conspire has 
been acquainted with secure guideline SPM and 
isn't appropriate to data SPM. Fault tolerant SPM 
scheme allotments SPM into three areas with 
various levels of soft error protection and maps data 

onto SPM regions as indicated by the 
weakness of data blocks. An data recompilation 
calculation recoups the incorrect data block in SPM 
utilizing its essential data components by re-
executing the directions delivering the data block. 

Cache 

cache replication repeats a small amount of dirty  
lines  of  data cache into lines that have not been 
utilized for quite a while. Replication cache 
depends on keeping a redundant duplicate of dirty 
cache lines in a small embedded cache. Multicopy 
cache keeps numerous duplicates for cache lines to 
identify and correct process-variety actuated 
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blames in a forcefully voltage-scaled cache design. 
This plan can essentially lessen the energy utilization 
of the store in installed applications that their working 
set is significantly littler than the cache size. 

ECC-Based Schemes in Cache: 

A Per-Set Protected cache scheme misuses the parallel 
access of cache lines to apply ECCs in larger data 
granularity. 

 

Fig : Implementation in cache memory on Hit 

Utilizing an indistinguishable number of bits from SEC-
DED, a SEC-DED-DAEC code gives a higher error 
correction ability. The objective of the matrix based 
ECC scheme is to give the capacity of remedying 
adjacent multiple errors. The coding plan proposed can 
rectify double random errors and also burst errors of 
length 3 and 4 b. The ECC scheme has the capacity of 
double adjacent error correction and also adjacent error 
detection. The objective of the plan is to maximize the 
probability of detecting double adjacent bit errors in 
SEC and triple adjacent bit errors in SEC-DED. An 
modified version of Hamming code gives the capacity 
to identify 2-and 3-b burst errors including correction of 
single bit errors. 

We finish up this segment by featuring the primary 
contrasts between our proposed scheme and previous 
data duplication schemes. Every single past data SPM 
duplication plans keep the replicas in SPM, though we 
propose to keep the imitations in the cache. Keeping the 
imitation in SPM requires a complicated equipment 
module to deal with the replicas or complex application 
profiling and SPM administration change. Additionally, 
it forces a noteworthy performance overhead because of 
diminishment in the SPM usable space. Then again, 
because of structural contrast among SPM and cache 
memory, duplication plans for cache protection either 
are not applicable to SPM or force critical overheads to 
give replicas to all SPM lines. 

PROPOSED SCHEME: 

In cache-assisted duplicated SPM(CADS) to correct 
SEUs and SEMUs in data SPM lines detected by a low-
cost error detecting code. This duplication approach 
does error detection in SPM which is faster than ECC 
providing multi-bit error correction. 

The extension is to include DMA with ring 
descriptors. The descriptor-based model provides 
the most flexibility in managing a system's DMA 
faster data transfers to or from Scratchpad memory. 

CACHE MEMORY 

A cache memory is a quick arbitrary access memory 
where the computer stores data that is currently 
utilized by programs (data and instruction), stacked 
from the primary memory. The cache has shorter 
access time than the main memory due to the costly 
implementation technology. The cache has a 
restricted volume because of the properties of the 
applied technology. The data to the cache memory 
is utilized more than, the access time to it will be 
much shorter than for the situation if this data were 
retrieved in the primary memory and the program 
will executed at a higher speed. 

Time efficiency of utilizing cache comes of the 
locality of access to data that is seen amid program 
execution. We see here time and space locality: 

Time locality comprises to utilize similar 
instructions and data in programs amid 
neighbouring time interims as many times. 

Space Locality is a tendency to store instructions 
and data utilized as a part of a program in short 
separations of time under neighbouring locations in 
the main memory.  

Memory Updating Methods After Cache 
Modifications: 

A cache memory contains duplicates of information 
in the main memory. When a difference in 
information in a cache happens, then there is a 
change in main memory and cache memory cells 
i.e., the data is changed. Following two data 
coherency strategies are applied resulting the 
change.  

 Write through: In this strategy, new cache 
contents is written down to the main memory 
immediately after the write to the cache 
memory, 

 Write back: In this strategy when the given 
block of data is replaced with new block fetched 
from main memory or upper level cache then 
the new cache contents are written down to the 
main memory immediately. Only state bits are 
changed in the modified block, indicating that 
the block has been modified (a dirty block) 
after data has been written into the cache. The 
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write back updating takes more time efficient, as the 
block cells modification is done many times while 
being in the cache and are updated in the main 
memory only once. 
 

SCRATCHPAD MEMORY: 

Scratchpad memory (SPM) is widely used in modern 
embedded processors to overcome the limitations of 
cache memory. 

Scratchpad memory (SPM), also known as scratchpad, 
scratchpad RAM or local store in computer 
terminology, is a high-speed internal memory used for 
temporary storage of calculations, data, and other work 
in progress. In reference to  a microprocessor ("CPU"),  
scratchpad  refers  to  a   special   high-speed   memory 
circuit used to hold small items of data for rapid 
retrieval. 

In contrast to a system that  uses  caches,  a  system  
with  scratchpads  is  a  system  with Non-Uniform 
Memory Access latencies, because the memory access 
latencies to the different scratchpads and the main 
memory vary. Another difference from a system that 
employs caches is that a scratchpad commonly does 
not contain a copy of data that is also stored in the 
main memory. 

Scratchpads are employed for simplification of caching 
logic, and to guarantee a unit can work without main 
memory contention in a system employing multiple 
processors, especially in multiprocessor system-on-
chip for embedded systems. They are mostly suited for 
storing temporary results (as it would be found in the 
CPU stack) that typically wouldn't need to always be 
committing to the main memory; however when fed by 
DMA, they can also be used in place of a cache for 
mirroring the state of slower main memory. The same  
issues  of locality  of  reference apply in relation to 
efficiency of use; although some systems allow strided 
DMA to access rectangular data sets. Another 
difference is that scratchpads are explicitly 
manipulated by applications. They may be useful for 
real-time applications, where predictable timing is 
hindered by cache behavior. 

 
Fig. Proposed cacheable detection unit to support SPM 

write access caching. 

To make the SPM write access as cacheable 
activities and to keep SPM read access as non-
cacheable tasks, CADS upgrades the cacheable 
detection unit of the cache controller. The 
traditional cacheable detection unit chooses 
whether the address created by the processor is 
cacheable or not. In CADS, the read/write signal is 
additionally checked by the cacheable detection 
unit. The read/write signal demonstrates whether 
the write access and the address produced by the 
processor are in the SPM area, the cacheable 
detection unit enacts the cacheable signal.  

It shows the proposed design and a theoretical 
perspective of the modified cacheable detection 
unit. To characterize SPM write access as 
cacheable tasks, a SPM cacheable unit (SCU) is 
added to the regular cacheable detection unit. The 
SCU initiates its yield if the address is inside the 
SPM area and the write signal  is active. The yield 
of the ordinary cacheable detection unit and the 
SCU are ORed to deliver the final cacheable signal. 
The SCU has input signal, called error recovery 
signal, to influence SPM to write through as 
cacheable task in the SPM error recovery stage. 

CADS: 

The high vulnerability of SPM to soft errors, 
however, limits its usage in safety-critical 
applications. An efficient fault-tolerant scheme, 
called cache-assisted duplicated SPM (CADS), to 
protect SPM against soft errors. The main aim of 
CADS is to utilize cache memory to provide a 
replica for SPM lines. Using cache memory, CADS 
is able to guarantee full duplication of all SPM 
lines. We also further enhance the proposed scheme 
by presenting buffered CADS (BCADS) that 
significantly improves the CADS energy efficiency. 
BCADS is compared with two well-known 
duplication schemes as well as single-error 
correction scheme. 

One major source of system failure in such 
applications is soft errors caused by radiation-
induced particle strike into chips. Single-event 
upsets (SEUs) and single-event multiple upsets 
(SEMUs) are two types of soft errors in SPM and 
cache as ON-chip SRAM memories Correcting soft 
errors in ON-chip memories (SPM or cache) can be 
categorized into two approaches . The first approach 
is the use of error-correcting codes (ECCs), e.g., 
single-error correction double-error detection (SEC-
DED) and SEC-DED double-adjacent-error 
correction (SEC-DED-DAEC), to detect and correct 
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errors. All of the ON-chip memories can be protected 
using this approach.  

 

Fig. Proposed CADS architecture 

However, this approach has two serious problems: 1) a 
limited error correction capability and 2) a significantly 
higher overhead, when ECCs are employed to correct 
multiple bit errors such as SEMUs. The second 
approach to detect and correct soft errors is a joint use 
of parity code and a duplication of memory entries; we 
call this approach parity duplication. The main 
advantage of this approach is its capability to correct all 
detected errors. This approach has been commonly 
applied to structures such as instruction cache, 
instruction SPM, and write-through data cache. 
 
ERROR CORRECTING CODES:  

Any error-correcting code can be used for error  
detection.  A code with minimum Hamming distance, 
d, can detect up to d − 1 errors in a code word. Using 
minimum-distance-based error-correcting codes for 
error detection can be suitable if a strict limit on the 
minimum number of errors to be detected is desired. 

Codes with minimum Hamming distance d = 2 are 
degenerate cases of error-correcting codes, and can be 
used to detect single errors. The parity bit is an example 
of a single-error-detecting code. 

By proposing a duplication scheme, so-called cache-
assisted duplicated SPM (CADS), to correct SEUs and 
SEMUs in data SPM lines detected by a low-cost error 
detecting code. The key idea in CADS to provide a 
replica for software-managed SPM is enforcing the 
hardware-managed cache to keep a copy of non-
cacheable SPM lines. In particular, CADS duplicates all 
dirty SPM lines  in cache memory considering the fact 
that clean SPM lines have inherently a copy in lower 
memory hierarchy. To this aim, we propose a cache 
controller circuitry that is capable of storing a copy of 
non-cacheable SPM lines in cache memory. To reduce 
the energy consumption overhead of CADS, we further 
propose a buffered CADS (BCADS) technique in which 
a mini buffer is inserted between SPM and cache to 

minimize the extra cache accesses for updating the 
replicas. 

 

Fig.  Error correction in CADS 

 
Cacheable Table For System Addressable Area: 

Address Range Area Cached 

0x00000000-
0x1FFFFFFF 

PROM Cacheable 

0x20000000-
0x3FFFFFFF 

I/O Non-
Cacheable 

0x40000000-
0x7FFFFFFF 

RAM Cacheable 

0x8E000000-
0x8FFFFFFF 

SPM Non-
Cacheable 

 

This shows the point by point design of the 
modified cacheable detection unit for addressing 
areas of a regular processor with the end goal that 
its cacheable table is as indicated by Table I. As 
appeared in Table I, PROM and RAM address 
areas are cacheable, though I/O and SPM address 
regions are non-cacheable accesses. 

Design Optimization: 

To reproduce all dirty SPM lines in the cache, each 
write access to the SPM needs an extra access to 
the store. Additional cache access are forced in 
light of refreshing the replicas in the cache or 
dispensing new cache lines for the allocation of 
SPM lines on the off chance that they are not as of 
now accessible. This prompts a critical dynamic 
energy overhead in CADS. The energy overhead of 
additional access memory for allocating and 
updating the copies exists for all past duplication 
plans. Our assessments demonstrate that the 
dynamic energy overheads for updating the replica 
in the plan in and CADS are 52% and 43%, 
separately. 

To beat this overhead and decrease the cache 
accessing because of SPM line duplication, we 
improve the CADS architecture by inserting a 
buffer between the SPM and the cache. This 
improved architecture is named BCADS. This 
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architecture lessens the cache access by putting away 
most as of late updated SPM line. The span of the 
support is viewed as the same as the extent of a solitary 
cache line, e.g., 32 B  in our arrangement. Utilizing this 
buffer, we can keep the replica of eight 32-b SPM 
words dwelling in a similar cache line. 

For every write operation to the SPM, the write address 
is compared with the address of data line stored in the 
buffer. If the replica is already in the buffer, which can 
be interpreted as a buffer hit, the buffer entry will be 
updated. Otherwise, on a buffer miss, after writing back 
the buffer entry to the cache, the buffer will be allocated 
to the new data written to the SPM. For the write-back 
data line from the buffer to the cache, if the replica line 
is already allocated in the cache, the line will be 
rewritten. Otherwise, a new cache line is selected for 
replication before writing back the buffer entry. 

BCADS can significantly reduce the extra cache 
accesses by utilizing the locality of references in SPM 
access. The SPM lines are mainly allocated to data 
arrays accessed in loops, which have a highly localized 
access pattern. Therefore, it is highly probable that 
consecutive requests for updating the replicas refer to the 
same cache line. By taking advantage of such a locality, 
the buffer will be able to catch the majority of replica 
update requests. 

DMA:  

A direct memory access (DMA) is an operation in 
which data is copied (transported) from one resource to 
another resource in a computer system without the 
involvement of the CPU. The task of a DMA-controller 
(DMAC) is to execute the copy operation of data from 
one resource location to another. The copy of data can 
be performed from: - I/O-device to memory - memory 
to I/O-device - memory to memory - I/O-device to I/O-
device A DMAC is an independent (from CPU) 
resource of a computer system added for the concurrent 
execution of DMA-operations. The first two operation 
modes are ’read from’ and ’write to’ transfers of an I/O-
device to the main memory, which are the common 
operation of a DMA-controller. The othertwo 
operations are slightly more difficult to implement and 
most DMA-controllers do not implement device to 
device transfers.  

The DMAC replaces the CPU for the transfer task of 
data from the I/O-device to the main memory (or vice 
versa) which otherwise would have been executed by 
the CPU using the programmed input output (PIO) 
mode. PIO is realized by a small instruction sequence 
executed by the processor to copy data. The ’memcpy’ 
function supplied by the system is such a PIO 

operation. The DMAC is a master/slave resource on 
the system bus, because it must supply the 
addresses for the resources being involved in a 
DMA transfer. It requests the bus whenever a data 
value is available for transport, which is signaled 
from the device by the REQ signal. The functional 
unit DMAC may be integrated into other functional 
units in a computer system, e.g. the memory 
controller, the south bridge, or directly into an I/O-
device. simplified logical structure of a system with 
DMA Arbiter CPU Memory DMA controller I/O 
device. 

 
SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS: 

In this section, we show the simulation results of 
cache memory, cache controller, Scratchpad 
memory, DMA. Those simulations can be shown in 
below figures. 

 
SIMULATION OF CACHE MEMORY: 

 

Fig : Simulation of Cache Memory 

 
The Above figure shows that the number of 
elements that are to used in the process of 
simulation of Cache memory.  

 

Inputs And Outputs For  Synthesis Of Cache 
Memory: 

 

Fig: Synthesis of Cache Memory 
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The figure indicates the number of pins are used as 
inputs and output pins are as follows, 
clk,rst,enable,wr_rdb,addr,way_in0,way_in1,way_in2,
way_in3, raddr,waddr . 

The output pins are: 
way_out0,way_out1,way_out2,way_out3. 

 
Simulation of Cache Controller: 

 

Fig ,.:Simulation of Cache Controller 

The above figure shows that the design summary for 
the cache controller which are we used in the process. 

 

Number of Slice Registers: 2160 

Number of Slice LUTs: 9318 

Number of fully used LUT-FF pairs: 2158 

Number of Bonded IOBs: 5375 

Synthesis of Cache Controller: 

 

Fig : Synthesis of Cache Controller 

 

 

The input pins are: 

clk,rst,wr_rdb_from_higher_level,en_from_higher_
level,wdata_from_higher_level, 
addr_from_higher_level,rdata_from_lower_level,rd
ata_valid_from_lower_level 

rdata_to_higher_level,request_done_to_higher_leve
l,hit,miss,cache_rdata_valid. 

The output pins are: 
wr_rdb_to_lower_level,en_to_lower_level,wdata_to
_lower_level,addr_to_lower_lev 
el,,cache_wr_rdb,cache_en,cache_addr,cache_wdat
a0,cache_wdata1,cache_wdata2,c 
ache_wdata3,cache_rdata0,cache_rdata1,cache_rdat
a2,cache_rdata3. 

These are the parameters 
cache_size,cache_line_size,num_ways,num_cache_
lines,num_sets,tag_bits, 
index_bits,lru_bits,offset_bits, memory_line_size. 

In idle state,no read or write operation is done, else 
read or write operation is done.If 
en_from_higher_level is done,then read operation is 
accessed. 

The address from higher level should match with 
the request from the processor. If it is matched,it is 
a hit,or else miss. 

For read operation, the address from the request 
should match with the memory address.For write 
operation, the address request should match with the 
cache address, so that the address is copied. 

 

Simulation of Scratchpad memory: 

 

Fig :Simulation of Scratchpad 

The input pins are clk,en,wr_rdb,addr,wdata. The 
output pins are rdata,error_present.We use 
parameters like address bits,data width,parity 
bits,memory depth. 
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Simulation of DMA: 

 

 
Fig:Simulation of DMA 

 
 

IN this DMA simulation,we use 
 
Number of Slice registers: 

 
 

231 

Number of Slice LUTs: 258 

Number of fully LUT_FF pairs: 129 

Number of Bonded IOBs: 217 
 

Synthesis of DMA: 

 
Fig : Synthesis of DMA 

The Above Figure Shows that Synthesis of DMA 
controller . 
 
The input pins are: 

clk,rst,program_dma,reg_addr,reg_data,mem_read,me
m_write,mem_addr,mem_wdat 
a,mem_rdata,mem_rdata_valid, 

 
The output pins are: 

dma_done,spm_write,spm_addr,spm_read,spm_wdata, 
spm_rdata. 
 

 

For example, source address is 32 bit data and 
destintion address is 32 bit data,transfer length is 8 
bits. 

If source address and destination address 
completely matched,then read or write operation is 
done.If both addresses matches,dma_done signal is 
enabled. 

Advantages: 

The Cache assisted duplicated SPM is the best 
method to resolve soft errors in SPMs with very 
little area over head and performance overheads and 
no change in SPM access policies. 

Applications: 

In embedded processors for use in applications in 
IOT and in DSP processors where processing 
happens on large arrays of data. 

Future scope: 

Implement a Robust ECC scheme using less 
number of redundant bits to detect more number of 
errors. 
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